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00:00:00 [music] You are not moving, you are being moved.  

  You are not singing, you are being sung.  

  You are not praying, you are being prayed  

  Prayed at the speed of love. 

 

00:01:09 Janet Conner: You are not moving. You think you are [laughter], but you're not. 

You are being moved. And furthermore, you're not singing, you're being sung. 

That's such a sweet thing to hold in your mind when you do sing, whether you're 

chanting your prayers or singing in the car along to whatever music is playing. 

You're not the one singing. There is some divine energy moving through you, and 

you are being sung. 

00:01:41 And you're not the one praying. That's what we're all about here on Praying at the 

Speed of Love. You're not praying. You are being prayed, prayed at the speed of 

love. And I am so glad that you are here. I'm Janet Conner. I am a Prayer Artist, 

and you have arrived. You have arrived in perfect timing—we like to call it speed 

of love timing—to the 14th conversation in this, my new post-patriarchal prayer 

podcast, Praying at the Speed of Love. 

00:02:18 You know what we're doing here, and we are doing it together. We are exploring 

original prayer. This word original is like a bisection. It is such an important word 

because when we open our hearts to original prayer, we can see that prayer is 

forever ancient. Our very first ancestors, the first thing they probably ever did was 

pray. 

00:02:50 They looked up at the moon and begin to pray. They looked down at the plants on 

the ground, and they began to pray. Original prayer, first prayer. But the word 

original also means brand new, something created by an artist. And so we are 

exploring prayer that is ancient and prayer that is brand new. Prayer before and 

prayer after this strange period in time that has lasted 5,000 years.  

00:03:20 It's been a difficult walk, and all of our understanding of who we are, why we're 

here, how we pray has been constricted and constricted and constricted and 

constricted by our major patriarchal religions. And they somehow convinced us 

that God is distant, somewhere up in the sky, very far away, and in order to reach 

that very distant male God, you better find yourself an emissary. 
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00:03:52 Maybe it's a priest, maybe it's a rabbi, an imam. But you need somebody to be 

your intermediary to this pretty cranky, judgmental, distant, male God. None of 

that is true. These are lies. God is not distant. She is right here. She is in you. She 

is you. And She is in communion with you at all times. There's no intermediary 

required.  

00:04:26 In fact, an intermediary's just going to get in the way. The great joy of my life is 

exploring this unlimited capacity of sacred, original, delicious, exquisite, divine 

prayer. Prayer that vibrates. It's alive. That's why we say you're not the one 

praying, you're being prayed. Prayer is vibrating throughout your entire body, and 

she's singing a song of love. 

00:04:56 And somewhere in these internal ears, these invisible ears, these first ears, you 

know that and you can hear that love song. Well, in this 14th conversation, we are 

going to explore the love song of the divine expressing in and through our bodies 

in our ancestors. I think we can learn something about original prayer from our 

ancient mothers and ancient fathers. 

00:05:27 We are about to find out with Mallorie Vaudoise. Maybe she'll tell us a little bit 

about this very sacred and holy name that she has chosen, Vaudoise. She is a New 

York-based spiritualist, Catholic, Olorisha priestess, and Quimbanda, which is an 

African-Brazilian tradition. 

00:05:55 And this is my favorite thing to say about her: she's a witch. She's a witch of 

Italian descent, and doesn't that word Italian wake something up in you that have 

been listening to Praying at the Speed of Love from the beginning? Guess who 

she is in apprenticeship to? The incredible Alessandra Belloni, who was one of 

the very first guests here on Praying at the Speed of Love. 

00:06:23 Mallorie has written a book that is changing my life. It's called Honoring Your 

Ancestors: A Guide to Ancestral Veneration, and it's brand new out this month, 

September of 2019. In this conversation, there is something waiting for you. 

There's some nugget of love, there's some kiss of wisdom. It's hovering in the air 

right now, waiting to enter your ears, your heart. 

00:06:59 And it has the capacity to transform your life. So let us begin this ancestral 

conversation listening to the call of the Tibetan bowl as she asks, invites us, to 

open our invisible ears that we may hear what wants to be heard. 

00:07:21 [the bowl rings] 

00:07:36 Janet Conner:  Mallorie, I am so thrilled to welcome you. I'm so looking 

forward to this conversation. Thank you for coming and thank you for bringing all 

your ancestors. 

00:07:48 Mallorie Vaudoise: Thank you for having me, Janet, and thank you for that 

beautiful introduction. I'm sitting here with goosebumps. 
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00:07:54 Janet Conner:  I think it's the ancestors. 

 Mallorie Vaudoise: Probably, yeah. 

00:07:59 Janet Conner:  I think they're laughing on my side, your side, all our sides 

because they're so happy to be fully present, to be invited, to be part of the story. 

Because they're in our DNA, they're in our blood, they're in our bones, they're in 

our bodies. They're talking to us at all the time, but we've done such a magnificent 

job of paying absolutely no attention [laughter]. So I think they're just thrilled that 

you wrote this book. They're thrilled to be honored. So this podcast, Mallorie, is 

all about prayer, personal, intimate. We are having real conversations about our 

prayer lives, so how were you taught to pray? 

00:08:41 Mallorie Vaudoise:  I was taught to pray in community and, for me personally 

growing up, there were actually two communities that I learned to pray in. One 

was the Catholic Church, and one was the Baptist Church. And this doubling up 

of baptisms and rituals and church events reflects a kind of indecision in my 

ancestral line going back and forth between Catholicism and Protestantism. 

00:09:14 In the case of my parents, a little bit of Atheism thrown in and sort of vibrating 

very intensely, and then I was born of that vibration. And I turned out a witch, so 

now we know, now we know how that works. Nevertheless, it was in a 

community. Prayer was something that we did together within the church, 

whether that was the pomp and circumstance of the Catholic Church with its 

occasionally quite beautiful rituals, the bells and the smells as they say. 

00:09:50 Or whether that was in the simplicity of the Baptist Church where we were eating, 

I kid you not, sliced Wonder bread and grape juice for communion. That was how 

kind of stripped down things were there. But in both of those cases, I wasn't going 

to these communities alone. I was going with my mother to the Catholic Church 

and my grandmother to the Baptist Church. And they were there for me, teaching 

me how to pray within the context of this greater community.  

00:10:20 And that's still how I prefer to pray is with other powerful women in circle. I 

obviously pray on my own as well, but I just find it so much more rewarding and 

effective when I'm able to do it together with other people. 

00:10:39 Janet Conner:  Amen or A-women. That is so, so, so true. And while you 

were talking about the bells and the smells, I'm a little bit older than you are, and I 

was very blessed, growing up Irish Catholic, to be able to go to a High Latin Mass 

before Vatican II. And with the gold missal with Latin and you had to do all the 

responses in Latin. You had to sing in Latin. You got to sing three-part harmony 

Gregorian chant. 

00:11:11 And nobody… I didn't really appreciate it at the time because you don't know 

anything else. I mean, you just assume everybody's going to church and having 
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this experience. It was years later listening to that famous PBS series that… who's 

the famous mythologist that I'm totally… Campbell. 

 Mallorie Vaudoise: Kim Frasier? 

00:11:31 Janet Conner:  Joseph Campbell. Power of Myth. Thank you. So while I'm 

listening to him, watching him—and it's all available now, I think, on YouTube—

he was bemoaning how the Catholics totally screwed up ritual because he 

basically said nobody could put on a show like the Catholics. And then he was 

going through the colors and the vestments and the gold chalices and the beeswax 

candles and the incense. 

00:12:01 And as he's going through it, I went, "Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah." I remember 

every speck of that. And then they stripped it away, not maybe to the point of the 

Baptists, but now the priest turns around and now we're singing "Kumbaya." And 

I both sort of laughed and cried going, "Joseph, you're so right." There was a hard 

opening… and when you're chanting in Latin and you don't have a clue what 

you're saying, it's a little like opera or chanting Hindu Sanskrit. 

00:12:32 I don't know what the words are, and so you can bypass the words. It's fabulous to 

be able to just drop into this mystical soup and let it, once again, move you. 

You're not the one. It's not in English. You don't know what you're doing. You're 

a little kid, and so it can move you. And I'm not at all Catholic now, but there is a 

part of me that thinks, "I wonder if there's any place you can go to a High Latin 

Mass [laughter]." That would be kind of fun. 

00:13:05 Mallorie Vaudoise: We actually have a couple of those in New York, and I 

definitely enjoy going to them and seeing how things were done at the time of 

peak ceremony. But I also particularly enjoy sitting, when I go to mass, in the 

back with the little old ladies who are there praying their own prayers. They will 

join in at the group parts, but when somebody's just reading from the Bible or 

when the homily is going on, they completely tune out. 

00:13:38 And they have their own little books, their own rosaries, and their own 

independent prayer life that is happening in this sacred environment, but which 

they are in control of and they are directing. And often you'll see written in those 

books the names of their family members and friends who they're praying for, so 

they're having this spiritual experience in a particular environment that doesn't 

necessarily have anything to do with what the priest is saying, doing, or claiming. 

00:14:09 It has to do with them being able to use that sacred environment and the group 

intentions for their own aims, their own prayers. 

00:14:20 Janet Conner:  Well, that's exactly this they don't need an emissary, and 

they know it. But within the culture, okay, let the priest think he's the boss. Okay, 

you go ahead and do the mass, but I, this little old lady, know exactly what I'm 

doing. And I'm praying for my great-great-grandchild. That's adorable. And it's 
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such a confirmation that instinctively we know this. We don't have to have an 

authority tell us that we don't need an authority, right? And so how wonderful that 

you get to see that. 

00:14:51 My mother made us sit in the front row. I never got to see what's going on in the 

back. I think it was the parade, you know, the perfect little Irish Catholic family in 

their little dresses and white gloves and mantillas. We had to walk up to the front, 

so I have no idea what was going on back there. Thank you for letting me feel and 

see that the women know without being told that they don't need an emissary. 

00:15:17 So I can visualize you—it is kind of comical [laughter]—going to the Baptist 

Church with your grandmother and then the Catholic Church with your mother. 

Where did the ancestors come in? When did they show up? How did they take 

over your prayer life? 

00:15:33 Mallorie Vaudoise: Oh, well, they were always there. And this was what I was 

really aware of on a spiritual level from my childhood. I could sense them, some 

of them more so than others. Some of them were actually quite present in my 

childhood to the point where I felt like I could remember people who had passed 

away before I actually started to form concrete memories. And I could feel some 

of the things that they left behind, the things that they were still concerned about, 

particularly around immigration to the United States and the impact that that had 

had on the family and on our relationship with the culture, in their case, 

Neapolitan culture. 

00:16:22 And so I was very aware of them. I was also taught very explicitly by my parents 

that I was a part of a chain of being, and this wasn't necessarily a spiritual lesson 

from their point of view. It was a very practical one, which was they had seen 

how much their parents had suffered and saved money and denied themselves 

day-to-day pleasures in order to build transgenerational wealth and to make sure 

that the next generation would have something more, a firmer foundation to build 

on. 

00:16:56 And so I was taught, in addition to having these kind of, we might call, 

mediumistic experiences as a child, I was taught very explicitly that really the 

whole point of life was to be a steward, a caretaker, receiving the gifts from our 

ancestral line, growing them, cultivating them, and getting them ready and then 

handing them on to the next generation. 

00:17:27 Janet Conner:  I think everybody listening right now is very jealous of 

your wise parents because as you're talking, I'm thinking, "Did I ever hear that put 

that elegantly, that beautifully about my German and Irish relatives?" My mother 

revered them. In the den there were all these pictures of the most unhappy, dower-

looking people you have ever seen in your entire life. 

00:17:59 So it wasn't very fun to look up at these so unhappy… but, of course, that was part 

of photography back then. You didn't smile. But they seemed to be carrying the 
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weight of the world, and they probably did, the price that they had to pay to walk 

away. But it was never presented the way your family presented it. That you have 

received this sacred gift, Janet, and now your role is to receive it in gratefulness 

and grow it and pass it on to the next. You're very blessed to have been taught that 

way. 

00:18:38 Mallorie Vaudoise: I feel very blessed, yes. And it's something that I come 

back to very often when I'm going through different trials and tribulations in my 

own life is remembering this isn't actually about me. It is about the next 

generation. And when I'm trying to make a major decision, that is the criteria for 

it is how is this going to impact the next generation and the generation after that 

and after that and after that? 

00:19:06 And that informs both my political stances as well as the personal decisions that I 

make about how I'm taking care of my own body and where my life is headed and 

how I'm accruing wealth when that is possible and what I'm going to do with that. 

When you stop viewing yourself as a consumer, which is what American culture 

often wants us to be, and start viewing yourself as a steward, both of your own 

family line and of the world that we're in, our natural world, our physical world, 

our material world, the types of concerns that you have and the things that get you 

down and the things that you're willing to devote your energy to shift. 

00:19:58 Janet Conner:  I'm nodding frantically over here. It's a good thing I muted 

myself because I'm going, "Yes! Yes! Yes!" So even though you come from a 

Neapolitan-Italian background, the way you're talking is exactly like a Native 

American, right? We're supposed to… I say we. I come from the European 

lineage, but we read, we hear, that in the Native American culture, it's a command 

to think forward seven generations. 

00:20:33 I never heard that once growing up from my family, so thank you for reminding 

us and thank you to your family to remind us. One of the big surprises… there's a 

lot of surprises for me in your book, Honoring Your Ancestors, but a big one was 

how many different kinds of ancestors there are. Because that word, right now, 

I'm thinking about my mother, my grandmother, going back, going back. 

00:21:02 I'm thinking about my biological lineages, but there are so many different kinds of 

ancestors. I have had one unusual experience around ancestors. They came, of 

course, through prayer, and it happened, I'm realizing now, just two weeks before 

I was awakened in the middle of the night and heard, "Prayer Artist." So I have a 

feeling this breakthrough prayer had something to do with creating the space in 

which I could even hear that I am called to be a Prayer Artist and pass that on for 

seven generations. 

00:21:42 I was praying Hoʻoponopono, and any of the listeners who have been to any of 

my intensives or to my website, janetconner.com, would know or can see that I 

have now co-led five Hoʻoponopono intensives with Kahu Lāhela Johnson in 
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Hawaii. This prayer is the most earth shattering prayer of my life, and I have now 

prayed it six years. Well, one day in early February of 2018, I was praying it in 

the way I had been taught. 

00:22:16 And in that prayer you ask that the people in your lifetime who have contributed 

to the constriction of these negative aka cords be forgiven, and then you name 

them. So I was naming my mother and my father, and then I don't know why but I 

turned to Archangel Michael, who is in my Council of Love and who is always 

with me when I pray, and I just said, "Oh for heaven's sake. I've been saying this 

prayer for six years. My mother's forgiven, okay? My mother is forgiven. Let's get 

to the tap root of this. Show me the very beginning of when I was silenced." 

00:22:52 I had no idea what I was doing and the door that I was opening but, instantly, I 

felt a male presence in the living room. And I, "Yeah, ha! Okay. Well, oh." And 

now you can't say, "Oh, I take it back." There I am face to face, not that I could 

see him. It wasn't a vision, but I could feel his presence. I could feel it was a man 

and, instantly, I knew I was married to him. And so 5,000 years ago, the very first 

person that silenced me, the beginning of patriarchy, was my husband. 

00:23:25 And so with just tears covering my face, I cut his aka cords. And as I cut his aka 

cords, I realized that that cuts the next generation and the next and the next and 

the next and the next and the next. Now, I'm guessing about 125 generations, and 

so these aka cords like rubber bands were just snapping through time, freeing 

thousands and thousands of people, ancestors, all the way down to me. 

00:23:53 So that was one experience of praying with and for an ancestor, but you've now 

expanded this word. How many kinds of ancestors have we got? 

00:24:11 Mallorie Vaudoise: Oh, I'm sure as many as we have ancestors. Thank you so 

much for sharing that story, Janet. Before I answer the question, I just would love 

to point out to you pieces of that story that are very salient and I think a lot of our 

listeners will encounter if they choose to embark on a journey to honor their own 

ancestors. One is that prayer to and for the ancestors is indistinguishable in some 

ways from mediumship. 

00:24:42 There are things that we see, feel, experience. It's more than just speaking into the 

void or being alone. You're never alone when you're praying to and for your 

ancestors. They are right there with you, and they will often make themselves 

known. And the second element that I think is very common but not necessarily 

expected is the way in which making contact with an older generation can cause 

the other generations standing between the two of you to fall in line. 

00:25:19 So whether that is you find a supportive older ancestor who is able to reach 

forward in time towards you and to help heal that lineage or being able to forgive 

a problematic older ancestor, the effects of it will just sort of cascade throughout 

the line and also throughout the living family in my experience as well. 
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00:25:45 You may notice changes in your relationships with your living family that don't 

seem to be based in any concrete event so much as the energetic shift that happens 

when we engage in this work. But to address your question more directly about 

how many different types of ancestors are there, I think the most important thing 

is for people to begin to expand the notion of what constitutes an ancestor beyond 

the immediate bloodline. 

00:26:18 I'm not saying to forget about the immediate bloodline because they are still our 

connection to the web of life. They're very, very important both for the 

exploration of mysteries related to birth, life and death, growth and decay, having 

a body, being healthy, what all of those things mean. But there's more to our 

ancestry than just them. And we may encounter ancestors who are a part of some 

kind of initiatic lineage that we're a part of. 

00:26:52 In my case, as you mentioned in the intro, I am an Olorisha, that is an Orisha 

Priestess, and so those ancestors of that lineage are just as important to me as my 

own immediate bloodline. Or in the case of somebody who was adopted, the 

ancestors of their adoptive parents or any other kinds of serious caregiver from 

their childhood are going to stand up for them just as the biological ancestors will. 

00:27:25 And then beyond that, we find ancestors of affinity, I like to call them, which are 

ancestors that maybe we don't have an immediate connection to in terms of a 

bloodline or a concrete lineage that we can trace back, who nevertheless are 

around us because we're a part of a more nebulously defined community that 

includes them.  

00:27:55 So this could be the ancestors of your particular vocation or the ancestors of an art 

that you practice or, if you're a LGBT person, ancestors who were gender non-

conforming or who were gay. All of these types of ancestors tend to be drawn 

towards us when we're participating in the living community that they were once 

a part of or when there's something in our particular life narrative that is strongly 

resonant with their own lives. It draws them in the same way that our blood will 

naturally draw in the ancestors of our bloodline. 

00:28:43 Janet Conner:  Well, while you're talking I'm realizing… I joke when I'm 

in my intensive communities that Thomas Merton is my boyfriend, and I never 

thought of him as an ancestor until just now. But I started reading… he's written 

70 books. I think I've read half of them. And because I'm inside his head so much, 

he must have accepted the invitation and decided to be in mine because he's now 

been in four dreams. Four. 

00:29:22 Now, Jim Finley, who wrote the most important book on Merton and who was 

Merton's novice, when he was on my previous radio show—I think it was the 40th 

anniversary of Merton's Palace to Nowhere, which is the textbook on Merton—

and I said, "So Jim, did Thomas Merton like ever show up in a dream to help you 
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write this book?" And he was shocked at the question, but he said, "Yeah. Once, 

once it happened." 

00:29:54 And as I'm listening to him, I'm thinking, "Shit. He's been in four of mine, and he 

has kissed me." I was like, "Wait a second! Wait a second." So [laughter] Tom 

and I, I think now, he is some sort of mystical… he's a mystical ancestor because 

although he started out as a pretty strict Catholic… and when I read that stuff in 

his books I've actually thrown them across the room and yelled at him. 

00:30:26 But when you read his later books, as he began to be interested in Zen Buddhism 

and Sufi mystical wisdom, and his last book, The Asian Journals. I mean, 

Matthew Fox told me, "If you want to know Thomas Merton, you must read The 

Asian Journals." And so if you read his later stuff, he wasn't very Catholic 

anymore, or he was Catholic in the real meaning of the word which is universal. 

That's what it really means. If you have Catholic tastes, it doesn't mean you like 

the Roman Catholic Church. It means you sort of like everything. Everything is 

interesting. 

00:31:01 So I'm just going to do a little deep soul writing about Thomas Merton as my 

ancestor [laughter]. 

00:31:10 Mallorie Vaudoise: I think it's possible for many people if there's a writer 

whose work you've read most of or a filmmaker or a painter. When you have that 

type of deep soul connection with somebody's art, of course you're connecting 

with their spirit, of course you're connecting with them in their capacity as an 

ancestor. And every time that you are reading one of his books, every time that… 

for me it's Pilates, right? 

00:31:39 Joseph Pilates is one of my ancestors. He is in my spiritual court because every 

week, I'm, multiple times a week, doing the forms that he invented and 

remembering him as I'm doing them. So we do have the capacity to kind of 

expand beyond what we think of as our ancestors and include more of the fuller 

picture, adding more of the color back into it and the life. 

00:32:09 Because just as we're not just our biological family—we have friends, we have 

lovers, we have teachers, we have so many different types of connections with the 

living—so to do we have so many different types of connections with the 

ancestors. 

00:32:26 Janet Conner:  [laughter] So how shall we venerate them now that it's half 

the planet? I've got my mystical ancestors, my biological ancestors, my affinity 

ancestors, my yoga ancestors, and I think any woman listening to Praying at the 

Speed of Love has been and is affiliated with and is an ancestress of the witches, 

right? It's the witches… that is so… it's a visceral knowing that my sisters and 

probably me, 9 million of us, were burned at the stakes. 
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00:33:07 These are all our ancestors, and I want to venerate them. I want to honor them, not 

just wait for Tom to show up in my dreams. So how shall we venerate our 

ancestors? 

00:33:23 Mallorie Vaudoise: Well, I like to advise people to start with small, simple, 

powerful gestures because, eventually, those will lead to potentially more 

complex forms, more adventurous pilgrimages, and more experimental work. But 

if you can start with something as simple as a glass of water and a candle, you 

will find very strange and beautiful things result. 

00:33:55 And the glass of water and a candle is something that we find in traditions like 

Spiritism or Spiritismo, which are almost technologies of interacting with the 

ancestors for the benefit of the community. And I think it's because they are the 

two primordial elements, really, fire and water. But also when we think about the 

light given off by the candle being refracted through the glass of water, it's like 

the light of God Herself, which is then being emanated through the whole 

spectrum of colors. 

00:34:33 All of these different frequencies and energies and vibrations, just like humanity 

is really a reflection of the Goddess in all of our beauty and diversity, our 

different shapes and colors and sizes. And I like to refer to this ritual as a spiritual 

probiotic because, in my experience, it can help to rebuild a spiritual ecosystem 

which is in decline. And that's what most Americans are living in is spiritual 

ecosystems that are in decline.  

00:35:06  And I think probably what results in most hauntings, you know when you have a 

biome like a gut biome that is in decline, that's when you're more susceptible to 

certain diseases and certain types of ailments. And, similarly, when you don't 

have the presence of strong, powerful, and beneficial ancestors present in your 

home, that's when you're more susceptible to maybe types of spirits that are not 

going to help you to grow and heal and prosper in this world. 

00:35:45 So a candle and a glass of water. It can sound very simple to some people, but as 

you go deeper into the work, that's when you'll be really inspired to try new 

things, to maybe add some statuary or some accessories. For my birthday recently 

I bought myself a typewriter, and so now my altar has lots of typewritten notes 

around it. But starting simple is what will help you to catalyse the practice. 

00:36:21 Janet Conner:  Well, I'm thinking about my altar [laughter] which for 

years was very static. I had my same things on it. Now, I find it's fluid. I'm 

constantly changing. I put on a beautiful little hand-painted Jupiter, a beautiful 

little hand-painted moon. And reading Demetra George's book, Mysteries of the 

Dark Moon, as I'm reading about all of these fabulous dark goddesses, Medusa 

leapt off the page and just announced, "I am your goddess. You and I are one."  

00:36:57  And so I had to have a Medusa, but I didn't even give myself time to go find it. 

All I did was read the chapter. I mentioned to my son in passing how excited I 
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was about this book and that I found his dark goddess, Nemesis. And a few pages 

later, I found mine, Medusa. Now, I mentioned this to him on a Thursday. On 

Monday, the doorbell rang and I was handed a DHL International package. 

00:37:31 And I looked at it, and I couldn't understand. I couldn't make sense out of the 

return address, so I thought, "I think this is from China." And I was a little freaked 

out. I didn't order anything, so I was actually kind of frightened as I was opening 

the package. No note, no nothing, and it's really well wrapped. It takes me 20 

minutes to finally get to the bottom, and I'm looking at Medusa. I'm looking at a 

statue of Medusa. 

00:38:00 And I don't know what to do. How could I have just read the chapter, just have 

had the awareness, and here she is? And sure enough, I dig long enough, there's 

this tiny little strip of paper, and it is from my son. And he says, "Happy birthday, 

Mom. I know this won't get to you in time, but…" Well, no one can figure out 

how he ordered it on a Thursday night from an Etsy store in Greece, and Medusa 

was in my hands at 1 o'clock in the afternoon on Monday. 

00:38:42 I have friends in Greece, and they said, "That's not Greek time. That is not 

possible [laughter]." So Medusa is on my altar and, clearly, her lineage of 

worshipers, all the wise women from eons ago, are my ancestors [laughter]. 

00:39:07 Mallorie Vaudoise: I love it. I love it. And I love that you're recognizing as well 

the presence of not just the spiritual entity, but of all the people who were devoted 

to her, who knew her mysteries, who prayed to her, relied on her, who channeled 

her, who were maybe mounted by her, that is possessed by her, and gave her 

oracles in person because that is our… I think, often our connection with divinity 

comes through other people. 

00:39:41 And it's healing for us to remember that especially as witches or Pagans or people 

who are maybe a little bit off the beaten path of conventional spirituality that we 

have a history, too. Even though it's not necessarily something that we read about 

in history books. We are not without precedent and, in fact, we are perhaps more 

numerous in human history than people who have stayed exactly on the beaten 

path. It's just that we're off hanging out in the wilderness with the trees, and so we 

think that we're fewer and farther apart. 

00:40:21 Janet Conner:   Well, as I read things like Demetra George, Merlin Stone's 

When God Was a Woman, it's so clear that actually this period of patriarchy is 

pretty short. This isn't history. It's just the history that you and I know because we 

were born into it, and all of the history books, everything we read, is in that filter. 

And so when you can get out of that filter and see that there was this ecstatic, 

magnificent, Divine Feminine worship, one of the big surprises of my life, in 

primarily When God Was a Woman, is that women invented everything. 

00:40:58 We invented language, we invented writing, we invented art, we invented 

prophecy and divination, we invented agriculture, we invented healing, we 
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invented government, we invented justice. There really isn't anything essential to 

the human race that we did not create under this ecstatic worship of the Goddess. 

And that gives me such strength and hope and joy supporting the work that I'm 

doing, which is to set aside the patriarchal view of the divine, of worship, of 

prayer and return us to the original, which is also brand new today. 

00:41:48 So, once again, it's such an interesting synchronicity with your book. At the 

precise time that you and I are having this conversation in September, I am also 

leading, along with my dear friends Keren Brown in Toronto and Emma Kupu 

Mitchell in Hawaii, this radical prayer intensive called Healing Your 3 Wombs. 

And so we are healing the Maiden, the Mother, and the Myrrhophore. I don't like 

to use the word crone. I use the word Myrrhophore because it reminds us that we 

are all priestesses of the goddess. 

00:42:24 Well, these wounds in our womb are from the 5,000 years of patriarchy, and so 

I'm discovering or being guided by Medusa and by Persephone and by all the 

goddesses, and by the moon through Emma, and movement through Keren, to 

help us heal, release, relax, let go, purify, so that we can create this beautiful new 

Divine Feminine world. 

00:43:01 So it's of great interest to me in your book and in your experience about how we 

heal our ancestral wounds. Because women for 5,000 years have been passing on 

their pain, their pain, their pain, how they were silenced. So how can we heal, and 

in the process, heal them? We release them, they release us. How do we heal 

ancestral wounds? 

00:43:37 Mallorie Vaudoise: It's a beautiful question and really the work of a lifetime or 

many lifetimes. But I think, generally, healing is what happens when we get out 

of our own way, when we allow spirit to move through us. Healing and growth 

are the normal life processes. It's being stalled which is artificial and a sign of 

some kind of interference. And so for anybody who is interested in engaging with 

and healing their ancestral trauma, their spirit is going to be their number one 

guide and so much more important than anything that I can say, other than to 

share my own experiences and things that I have found very helpful. 

00:44:25 In the book I talk about this, but I think one of the things that we can do in order 

to heal our ancestral trauma is to actually look at forgiving our living family and 

going back to the root of our own childhood wounds—the first time that we felt 

silenced, the first time that we felt that we weren't being heard, the first time that 

we weren't being nourished—and to both really face that as well as forgive it. And 

to do those two bravely at the same time is very difficult because there's 

something called the Parental Defense, which prevents us sometimes from 

engaging with the ways in which our parents maybe didn't meet our needs as 

children. 
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00:45:14 We immediately think, "Oh, but they had it so difficult. Oh, but they were trying 

their best. Oh, but this. Oh, but that." So to be able to break through the parental 

defence and be honest about, "Yes. My parents did have their own traumas but, at 

the same time, they were responsible for some of my earliest trauma. And I 

forgive them for that." That is a crucial step towards healing the ancestral line as a 

whole. 

00:45:47 And I think as well that one of the signs of real ancestor veneration, the real deep 

stuff, is it does take us back, whether we like it or not, to our childhood. It needs 

to be as deep for us as the memory of the first hands that ever held us as a baby. It 

needs to go all the way back. It can't be something that exists just at the surface 

level, just as an intellectual exercise, or just as something that you take a picture 

of to share on social media. 

00:46:18 It has to be at least that deep, that raw, and that intense as facing your own 

childhood and doing whatever type of therapy, art, ritual you need to do in order 

to heal the inner child. 

00:46:38 Janet Conner:  And when we do that, I was startled in your book to read 

this long list of the benefits, the benefits to you living now today in forgiving, 

releasing, honoring, venerating your ancestors. I didn't see that coming. I didn't 

pick up the book thinking, "Oh, this is going to tell me what I get out of it 

[laughter]." But what are… tell the listeners some of the astonishing benefits. 

00:47:11 Mallorie Vaudoise: Well, I think that the number one thing is feeling rooted, 

having roots in this world, and that includes being able to take control of the 

narrative of who you are, where you came from and, thus consequently, where 

you're going. So for people who particularly have some kind of ancestral trauma 

or maybe a bad relationship with their living family, ancestor veneration is an 

opportunity to expand our awareness of where we have come from, beyond our 

immediate relatives, and stretching back to tens, hundreds of thousands of years 

of human history and beyond, reconnecting us with the entirety of the web of life 

on earth. 

00:48:03 So being able to take control of that narrative is inherently empowering. It means 

that nobody is ever going to be able to tell you again who you are to limit you 

because you know who you are. You know where you came from, and you know 

where you're going. And as a result of that, I think what a lot of people find when 

they're engaging in this practice is other types of benefits that maybe they're not 

expecting.  

00:48:34 There's physical healing and emotional healing that comes along with that. 

There's also the opportunity to attract more prosperity, more abundance, as well 

as more love into one's life. As we begin to heal these wounds and raise our self-

worth, suddenly we're able to attract almost magnetically new things, new 
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opportunities, new jobs, more abundance, more prosperity, whether that is in the 

form of money or crops or whatever it is that you value. 

00:49:11 You're able to cultivate more of that. And also, I think, for a lot of people being 

able to make better decisions and feel more inspired creatively is a natural 

consequence of, for example, engaging in mediumship practices and being 

connected directly with one's ancestors, being able to seek their guidance when 

faced with a major decision and actually explicitly receive their blessing before 

doing something that seems like a very big life transition, whether that's going 

back to school or moving to a foreign country or having a baby. 

00:49:51 Whatever it is that you're thinking about doing, if you're doing it with the blessing 

of your elders, of your ancestors, you're going to be even more confident and 

successful in that endeavor. 

00:50:06 Janet Conner:  [laughter] Well, okay. So you've just told me the big 

benefit that I can get: receive the blessing of my ancestors on the big move that I 

am about to make. Your book and this conversation have come to me at such an 

astonishing time. I say this all the time, you know, that I'm not in charge and 

everything is synchronistic. But the synchronicity of opening your book and 

what's happening with me right now is… all you can do it laugh. 

00:50:39 It's just so outrageous and comical. I've lived in Florida for 35 years. I'm not from 

Florida but 35 years. And I just had this visceral, "Now. Go." "Go where 

[laughter]?" I just know deep in my body that in this last move of my life, I am to 

move to the Hudson River Valley in New York State. And in these emails that I 

started to send this week to my friends—I sent it to my book group, letting them 

know that next year I'll be leaving, and to my family, of course, to some deep 

friends—I found myself writing in the letter, "I'm going home. [voice cracks] I'm 

going home."  

00:51:29 Now, this makes no sense whatsoever. My son did go to college in New York. He 

does live in New York City, and I did drop him off in New York City. But other 

than that, I know nothing about New York State. So how could I possibly be 

going home? Even as I'm typing this email, I mean, there is a part of me going, 

"Janet, I don't think this is possible."  

00:51:57 But I'm going. So I went to the library and started to take out books on the 

Hudson River Valley. I'm sitting in the tub three nights ago reading a simple little 

travel book, and I skipped all the other parts of New York and just went to the 

lower, the middle, and the upper Hudson River Valley. And I'm just turning the 

pages, and suddenly my eyes landed on the word Huguenot. And I see that in a 

town called New Paltz… the oldest street in America that has the intact, original 

buildings is in a town called New Paltz, New Paltz, New York. It's on the Hudson 

River Valley, and the street is called Huguenot Street.  
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00:52:42  And I damn near dropped the book in the tub because my mother, back in the 

'70s, before the computer, before ancestry.com, before anything, hand typed with 

two fingers three years' worth of letters in order to find—because you have to 

contact the churches and the counties—in order to do a genealogy of her side of 

the family, which is Irish and German and came pretty recently, and my father's 

side of the family. And when she started to do my father's side of the family, he 

got mad at her. 

00:53:14 He said, "You leave my family alone." Well, that ain't gonna happen [laughter]. 

She just kept right on going, sending these letters and, lo and behold, she 

discovered that on my father's side the family came to the United States in 1624 

on a boat called the New Netherland. It is the first boat after the Mayflower, and it 

left from Belgium full of French Huguenots. 

00:53:49 Now, Huguenot is not your average, run-of-the-mill background, and it's certainly 

not a word… there it was leaping off this little travel book, and so I rushed out of 

the tub, went to the closet, and got out this genealogy that my mother did and I 

did not appreciate. I have been thanking my ancestor, my mother. Thanks to you, 

Mallorie, I have been apologizing to her up and down and round and round. I am 

so sorry that, in my early twenties, I did not appreciate the incredible gift she has 

given me. 

00:54:20 And so now I'm reading, reading, reading, reading, reading, and I know that when 

my feet touch New Paltz, New York, [voice cracks] I'm going to be home. And so 

how can I begin to… I mean, I know I'm going to know. But how can I begin to 

acknowledge them? Well, in your book it says that you were taught that you must 

dance the dance of your ancestors. 

00:54:49 Well, I don't think the Huguenots were doing a lot of dancing. They were very 

dour Protestants. So I'm going to be, in addition to history books about New York 

State, now I've got to get history books about the Huguenots. If they did any 

dancing, which I probably… I think they were sort of like the first Baptists. I don't 

think they were dancing. But, just in case… and I want to learn how they prayed. 

So how do we, I don't know, awaken, remember the ancestors in our bodies? 

00:55:18 Mallorie Vaudoise: Oh, another beautiful question. Well, I think in your case 

something that you're already doing which is very important is you're following 

their lead. You did not necessarily know where it was going to take you. You 

didn't know why you felt so connected to this piece of land. But you are not the 

(only) person who has told me a story like this, Janet, of having some kind of 

really deep soul connection with a particular piece of land and not having the 

paper documentation yet and then finding the papers that were able to attest to the 

connection that you had with the land.  

00:55:58 And so, really, it sounds to me as though you're already very connected to your 

body because your body is what was telling you this whole time that you had a 
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connection to that particular place, an ancestral connection. And I think for the 

book I received two types of inquiries in equal volume. The first type is 

testimonies like that, and the second type is people who are writing to me saying, 

"I have this feeling. Is it okay if I follow it?"  

00:56:32 And so I always like to encourage people to follow the feeling, whatever it is, 

because it'll get stronger. You'll receive more of an intuitive connection, more 

messages, the more seriously that you take them. And so that's really how we start 

to develop this muscle is by taking the messages seriously when they come 

through. And in my case, I happen to know that the music and the dance of my 

ancestors causes those feelings to be more intense to the point where I can't ignore 

them even though I'm an intellectual person who studied computer science in 

college and works in the tech industry now. 

00:57:17 And I spend all day trapped in my own head, so the body medicine is very 

important for me. But for other people, it might be another type of body medicine. 

It might not be music and dance specifically. But it could be eating ancestral 

foods, or it could be doing embroidery or other types of fiber crafts, which are 

often very trance-inducing themselves because they're simple repetitive motions 

that don't require a lot of conscious thought. 

00:57:51 For others it might be learning the ancestral language. Even just a couple of words 

is enough sometimes to unlock that memory because it's not just about the 

intellectual experience of understanding the language, but it's also about the 

sensuality, the embodiment that comes with speaking with your breath and your 

tongue and your teeth all moving in unison, your vocal chords vibrating. 

00:58:19 Even just a couple of words. If you don't have the time to learn an entire 

language, which is very difficult especially if you don't have anyone to speak it 

with, learning a few words or, better yet, a few proverbs. That can be very helpful 

to sort of unlock this knowledge, this wisdom, which is already in our bodies. We 

just need to be able to recognize it. 

00:58:42 Janet Conner:  Yeah, you've got me wondering. Just like as a Catholic kid, 

I had my Latin missal, I'm wondering what the Huguenots had. We know there's, 

in the Anglican, Episcopalian, there's the Common Book of Prayer. There has to 

be, I'm sure. So off to the library I go to find how the Huguenots prayed… in 

French. It would have to be in French. I studied French in high school so, okay, 

I've got a lot of work to do here. But, yes, it would be great fun to… what did they 

eat? I don't know. 

00:59:14 I'm going to be spending a lot of time at the library now, and I cannot wait to go 

on this tour. You have to like get tickets months or years in advance on this one… 

there's eight buildings on this street, Huguenot Street, in New Paltz, New York. 

And so you can find it online. It's a famous… it's probably a state park. And so 

I've already been looking. You can see the buildings. You can see how the people 
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dressed, and it's a little like that… what's that famous place? Williamsburg, where 

people do the colonial. 

00:59:49 Well, it's like that, and you have to reserve in advance. So soon as I can, I'm going 

to New Paltz to learn about the Huguenots. Oh! I wonder if this would've 

happened if I hadn't read your book at this time, you know? 

01:00:09 Mallorie Vaudoise: Or maybe the book found its way to you because this was 

about to happen, or both [laughter]. 

01:00:14 Janet Conner:  Yeah, or some Huguenot went, "Okay [laughter]! We got to 

communicate." Just like Medusa is communicating with me and she's on my altar, 

well, now I've got Huguenots talking to me, which is pretty comical. When I get 

my feet back on Huguenot land, they're in for a little shock here because 

[laughter] I have strayed a little bit from the very patriarchal, fundamental, dour, 

Christian. But we still have in common that sacrifice of this is so important to me 

that… 

01:00:47 I mean, obviously, there isn't the level of sacrifice in saying yes to being a Prayer 

Artist. I did have to change everything I do, everything I teach. I had to get a new 

website. I had to relinquish my old radio show. There was that, and it took me 

about a year of going, "Oh! Well." Everything had to change. Well, that's not the 

same as leaving your country and getting on… can you imagine how scary that 

was to get on a boat across the Atlantic Ocean? So that's a level of sacrifice. 

01:01:16 But there's still that communal experience of, "I am willing to give up what I 

know in order to create the mystical life, the sacred life, the spiritual life, that my 

heart tells me that we have." So I think I can love my Huguenot ancestors even 

though their belief system might be a little hard to [laughter] digest. So 

Mallorie— 

01:01:45 Mallorie Vaudoise: It's beautiful that you're able to make that connection to see 

that part of their story that does resonate with you and, even though you don't 

really value their belief system, to be able to connect with the human element of 

that story of being willing to make great sacrifices to go on an adventure into the 

unknown and to build a spiritual life for yourself on new ground. That is the part 

that I think they want to share with you. 

01:02:17 Janet Conner:  Well, I guess so because why did this happen now? So 

much has happened since I said yes to being a Prayer Artist. I was terrified 

because I had a life. I had seven books. I knew exactly what I was teaching. I 

thought everything was just going hunky-dory. And then I'm awakened in the 

middle of the night, and I hear the words Prayer Artist. And even in the middle of 

the night, Mallorie, I knew. My stomach went ahhhhh. I knew I don't know what 

this is, but it changes everything. And the next day, the very next day in deep soul 

writing, sobbing, I mean, tears on the page, I said to the Beloved Vibration of 

Sophia!, which is the name of the divine for me, "I don't know what this means. I 
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don't. And I'm pretty sure it changes everything, but if you want me to be your 

Prayer Artist, I will be your Prayer Artist." 

01:03:07 And she said, "Okay," and shoo. Absolutely everything had changed. If someone 

had told me that it would even change to the point of moving to New York State, 

I'd say, "Well!" You know, it's a good thing you don't know. Just say yes, put one 

foot in front of the other, and then the guidance just comes and comes. Is that how 

you ended up with Alessandra Belloni? How did that happen? 

01:03:34 Mallorie Vaudoise: I don't even know how I ended up with Alessandra. It's 

almost as though she's always been there. The way that I found my way back to 

these ancestral dance and musical practices more generally is I was sitting in an 

ayahuasca ceremony—so this is a sacred plant medicine, which is taken 

ceremoniously at the discretion of a shaman—and the focus of that evening ended 

up being ancestral healing. 

01:04:09 It can be some of that or other things or all of the above. Really the medicine is 

what determines what the group will be doing in ceremony together, and the 

shaman is interpreting that and guiding on the material plane based on what the 

medicine is doing. And so the shaman said to me during this ritual, "You have to 

learn to dance the dance of your ancestors."  

01:04:37 And at the time, I didn't know anything about my ancestral dance or musical 

practices. I had never thought about that before. I had never thought about the fact 

that my ancestors would have special dances that they did. And so when I got 

back to New York City after that ceremony, I encountered on the way home from 

the gym—I was coming home at night—I was recalling how in the ceremony we 

talked about the night music. 

01:05:11 The music that can only be heard at night, which is the plants, the trees, the 

flowers all singing together on the night air, and how you need to be in a special 

state of mind in order to hear it. And I started to hear very faintly this music in the 

background, and I thought to myself, "Ah, it's only been a couple of days. The 

medicine is still in me. Maybe this is the night music, and I'm hearing it here in 

Brooklyn." But as I got closer and closer to my apartment, the music was getting 

louder and louder. 

01:05:40 And then I realized, "Oh, no. That's regular music [laughter]." And as it turned 

out, there was a band playing a combination of traditional Italian folk music and 

some more modern pop covers that night at the Social Club. Because Italian 

Americans in New York and other parts of the country do tend to have social 

clubs where the old men will go and play cards and smoke during the day, and 

then their families hang out. 

01:06:11 And so they were having the band… the band was reunited that night. And I was 

invited to come in and dance in the courtyard with the little old men to the 

traditional tarantella. And that was kind of the start of the journey, and I found 
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Alessandra, I think, through a friend of a friend shortly after that. But I was just 

utterly shocked to be led, without having to do much in the way of research 

myself, but just led step by step along this journey to find the dance of my 

ancestors. My dancestors I just said [laughter]. 

01:06:47 Janet Conner:  There are dancestors! I love that. And you've got me 

thinking now about the night music, the music of the night, for the Huguenots 

back then, right, because there would be no industrial noises, right? Or for the 

Irish… maybe this explains another wacky, even by my standards, really wacky 

experience related to the music of the ancestors. 

01:07:13 I am primarily Irish. Sorry, Huguenots, but I am primarily Irish on both sides. 

And one day, my in-laws were in town, and we went to a concert of the 

Battlefield Band. I insisted, "We have to go hear the Battlefield Band," which is a 

Scottish traditional band, and they were playing at a little place down in St. Pete. I 

have no idea why, but I dragged my mother-in-law, my sister-in-law and brother-

in-law, my husband, and off we go to the Battlefield Band. 

01:07:50 So we're in the balcony of what would've been like an old fashioned movie and, 

immediately, the very first thing is bagpipes. Big, loud… now, most people think 

this is like the worst thing they've ever heard. I found myself… I'm a very, or used 

to be, very quiet, shy, school teacher, Midwestern. I leapt out of my chair and so 

did my brother-in-law who is a musician, and I could not stop moving. 

01:08:27 And my husband looked at me in horror like, "Please sit down." I couldn't. I 

couldn't. I love bagpipe music beyond… maybe I'll have to get the bagpipes to the 

Huguenots and say, "Here. You want to hear some music?" And the only 

explanation is that it's in my blood, and the ancestors… so not that long ago, we 

were in love with… I love Irish music but especially the pipes and the bagpipes. 

So that's what Alessandra's incredible… so are you learning? Can you do the 

frame drum and everything? 

01:09:05 Mallorie Vaudoise:  Uh, not the way she can, but— 

 Janet Conner:  Well, nobody can do it the way she can. 

01:09:09 Mallorie Vaudoise: [laughter] But I do hold my own. I do play the tamorra, 

which is from Naples where my mother's side of the family is from. It's a 16 inch, 

very large, very powerful drum which is played in honor of the Black Madonna. 

And it's played at feasts throughout the summer where people will go out on 

pilgrimages to various natural sites, up on top of mountains or out onto the beach, 

and they will worship there to Madonnas who are specifically, very explicitly, 

located in the land, in nature, in these pilgrimage sites that are sometimes kind of 

close to a city but often very far from the city. 

01:09:54 And thus have more of an appeal which is not limited to one particular town but 

which will draw pilgrims from throughout the region and internationally, 
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obviously, myself being included in their numbers. And I also play the 

tamburello, which is smaller. It's usually about 12 inches, and it's played in faster 

six-eight rhythms in honor of Santu Paulu, who is St. Paul and perhaps a mask for 

Dionysus. 

01:10:30 And it is played in exorcism rituals that are performed when somebody becomes 

possessed by a particular type of spirit called the taranta or the spider. And those 

rituals are also done in community with people surrounded by musicians and their 

family, people that they love, and they have to dance out the poison. They have to 

dance out the spirit from their bodies. 

01:11:01 Janet Conner:  I've watched some of Alessandra's videos on YouTube. 

Wow, wow. I'm so jealous. All the listeners are jealous too because we're all in 

love with Alessandra. So, woah. And is that how your blog came to be? Tell 

everybody about your blog. 

01:11:16 Mallorie Vaudoise: The blog I actually started before I got interested in the 

music and the dance. It really started when I moved to New York which was 

about six or seven years. Oh gosh. It's been seven years [laughter]. And the blog 

started initially just as a way for me to keep notes because my family, my Italian 

American family, sort of bypassed the Italian American enclaves that exist 

primarily in urban communities and went straight to working the land again in the 

United States. 

01:11:51 And so, consequently, we lost a lot of the culture which was better preserved in 

the urban areas. And then when I moved to New York, I was surrounded by 

Italian American culture and reminders of the things that I knew were supposed to 

be there on some deep sort of instinctual level but which, nevertheless, I hadn't 

grown up with explicitly. And so as part of that work, I was going around to 

different saints' feast days and taking pictures, and then I started reading books. 

01:12:25 And I was just gathering so much information. I was like a squirrel just like 

getting little bits and pieces, little nuts and berries everywhere, and then putting 

them in a pile. And then I thought to myself, "You know, somebody else would 

probably like to read this," and so that's how the blog began was just as a way for 

me to take all of these bits and pieces of information and make them accessible to 

people. 

01:12:49 So where there was information that I had just translated, I would make that 

available. Where I was finding interesting videos on YouTube, I would share 

those with a little bit of commentaries that people would be able to understand 

what was going on. And the blog just really took off because there are a lot of 

Italian Americans who went through… their families went through a process of 

cultural forgetting. 

01:13:18 Sometimes this was a part of the ancestral trauma that they were carrying. Their 

grandparents or great-grandparents had experienced a lot of prejudice moving to 
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the United States, and so they thought that the best chance they had at giving their 

children a better life was to completely disconnect them from their heritage. And 

I'm glad that my blog is able to help people who are in situations like that to 

reconnect with their heritage, to have a better, deeper understanding of where they 

come from, and to be able to enjoy particularly those elements of the culture that 

are very sensual, whether that's the music and dance or the food or the art, the 

stuff that's really beautiful, the culture, beyond just what we're sold as what Italy 

is supposed to be about. 

01:14:16 Janet Conner:  Yeah [laughter]. So send me the URL for your blog, Italian 

Folk Magic, and I'll make sure it's on the Show Notes for this episode. So is there 

anything that we can do together? Can we venerate the ancestors on air? 

01:14:38 Mallorie Vaudoise: Well, if you'd like to, we could say a little prayer and this is 

also going to be in the Prayer Gift Bag. So if we go through it too quickly on the 

air, don't worry. Anybody who wants to learn this prayer, you can just watch the 

video, and I'll teach you how to pray it. But this is called "The Requiem Prayer," 

and it is a prayer for our ancestors to rest in peace and in perpetual light, which 

we might think of as the light of the divine or, if you're looking at your ancestor 

altar, maybe there's a candle there that's also giving off physical light. So 

whenever you're ready, Janet, I can lead us in prayer. Okay. 

01:15:19 Janet Conner:  Always ready to pray. 

01:15:22 Mallorie Vaudoise: Excellent, excellent. So I'm going to just put my two feet 

firmly on the ground as a reminder of where I'm standing… well, I'm actually 

sitting right now, but I'm connected to the earth. And taking some deep breaths. 

And now we pray. 

01:15:45 Requiem aeternam dona ei 

Domine, et lux perpetua luceat ei 

Requiescat in pace, 

Amen 

01:15:56 Mallorie Vaudoise: So what I love about that prayer is just how short and sweet 

it is. And I know that the Latin may seem intimidating, but it's only a couple of 

words and so once you get it down, you can pray it whenever you want. You can 

pray it 50 times over if you have a bunch of rosary beads, and sometimes those 

repetitive prayers where you don't have to even think about them as they're 

coming out of your mouth are the most impactful because they let you to focus on 

other things. 

01:16:27 Whether that's a visualization that you're doing or maybe you're letting the images 

come naturally without even having to will them. And so that can be the perfect 

accompaniment if you are maybe trancing out or scrying into a bowl of water or 

looking at a candle flame. Whatever it is that you want to do. 
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01:16:49 Janet Conner:  It's so beautiful and, of course, my body and my ears 

remembered it immediately. And thank you for giving it to us as this beautiful 

gift. When the listeners come to janetconner.com/14… and if you forget the 

number, just come to janetconner.com and click on the Podcast and you will 

receive extensive Show Notes. I've been taking copious notes about all of the 

things that we can do to remember and venerate our ancestors. 

01:17:22 And you get to meet Mallorie. There'll be links to her website, her blog, her book, 

and her publisher and Mallorie are also giving us—so you're going to have two 

gifts—a chapter on prayer from Honoring Your Ancestors. So where are the 

ancestors taking you next? Where are you going, Mallorie? 

01:17:47 Mallorie Vaudoise: Well, the book launch party is actually going to be at a very 

special place called Green-Wood Cemetery (in Brooklyn). And this is one of the 

most historic cemeteries in the world. It's up there with Père Lachaise in Paris and 

Saint Louis Number One in New Orleans. People travel from all over the world 

because it is so well maintained and beautiful. It's like a national park. And so the 

book launch party will be on September 17th so after this recording comes out. 

01:18:23 And right now, I'm really focused on the workshops that I'm going to be giving 

there and in New Orleans and New York City as I'm going out into the world and 

really focused on bringing this book to the people. Not just trying to sell books 

but to actually connect with the readers to answer their questions, to be engaged 

with them. And so if there's anybody who's listening to this podcast who has 

questions for me, you can find me on Instagram, @honoringyourancestors. 

01:19:00 And don't be afraid to reach out, and I'll do my best to answer whatever questions 

come my way. 

01:19:10 Janet Conner:  And of course, we'd like to invite you to come to the 

special Facebook group for Praying at the Speed of Love because then when 

somebody asks you a question, shares a story, everyone else in that community 

can participate. It's a community conversation. So listeners, come to 

janetconner.com. You so want… I know many of you simply receive this. You're 

subscribed on iTunes, on Stitcher, on Google Play, but after you listen or if you 

want to listen at my website, do come to the website because all these goodies, all 

these links, all these gifts are waiting for you. 

01:19:52 So that you can take this conversation and take it into your body, your ears, your 

eyes, your heart, and really begin to engage in a conversation with your precious 

and beautiful ancestors. So I always give the listeners and my precious guest a 

gift, and the gift is, invariably, one of these Prayer Artist original prayers that has 

been given to me since I said yes to being a Prayer Artist. 

01:20:23 And so I looked through my book of prayers and realized… I think I wrote this 

one, I wrote it on October 2nd of last year in honor of Dr. Christine Blasey Ford's 

brave testimony in front of the American Senate before they put Brett Kavanaugh 
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on the Supreme Court. But I didn't realize I was really writing it for us today in 

honor of all our feminine ancestors. For you, Mallorie, and for all of our female 

ancestors, "I Am That Woman." 

01:21:12 I am Dr. Christine Blasey Ford, breaking the silence 

I am Nina Simone, wailing justice songs 

I am Sarah Bernhardt, commanding the stage 

And Clara Barton, binding our wounds 

I am Teresa of Avila, swooning in her castle 

I am Hildegarde, composing hymns of love 

I am Mary Magdalene, teaching the deep esoteric mysteries  

And I am Mother Mary, whispering over and over again the sacred yes 

I am May Sarton, meeting herself in her journal every day 

I am Emily Dickinson, relishing her wild nights, wild nights 

I am Madame Curie, expanding the science of light 

I am Sally Ride, piercing the heavens, descending to earth 

I am Eve, sharing the sweet fruit of knowledge 

And Maya Angelou, rising again and again and once more, again 

I am all that  

And  

I am the woman unknown 

The woman holding the family together,  

feeding her husband, comforting the children,  

gathering the community, lighting the sacred fire,  

and singing the sacred love songs 

I am that woman who has no name 

No name riding waves of history 

But I know her 

I am her 

And she is seen now 

She is heard now 

She is me now 

I bow to her strength 

And she bows to my courage 

And together, we rise 

01:23:25 Timothy Frantzich's Voice: This conversation in the mystic with Prayer Artist 

Janet Conner has been rated L. 
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01:23:35 [music] You are not moving, you are being moved.  

  You are not singing, you are being sung.  

  You are not praying, you are being prayed  

  Prayed at the speed of love. 
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